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PURPOSE: To join together people who share a common interest in keeping and breeding cage birds in
captivity. To educate members and the general public in the best care, keeping maintenance and breeding of cage birds. To support bird conservation.

ATTENTION
Please do not bring
your bird(s) to this
meeting as there
may be birds of
prey present.
Thank you for your
cooperation.

Cooper's Hawk

February 24, 2009
We will be having a guest speaker from

The Bird Rescue Center
3430 Chanate Road
Santa Rosa, Ca. 95404
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to:
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INTERESTED IN ADVERTISING
IN OUR NEWSLETTER?
Place an Early Bird Ad Today!
*3 lines free to current RECBC members & 4 or more lines for only $5.00.
*Non-members pay a low $5.00 fee for 3 lines, 4 or more for only $10.00.
All ads must be a reasonable size.
OR
Check out our reasonable Commercial AD sizes and prices!

COMMERCIAL RATES
Business card - $5/mo or $50/yr
1/2 page - $10/mo or $100/yr
Full page - $20/mo or $200/yr

Please mail commercial and early bird
ads by deadline Sunday after the
General Meeting.
RECBC - Newsletter
PO BOX 6232
Santa Rosa, Ca., 95406
or email: dshore@shorebirds.biz for Commercial Ads and glenti@sbcglobal.net for
Early Bird Ads.

RECBC, the officers, the publication and it’s staff assume no responsibility for claims of
advertisers in the publication or for the quality of goods and/or services the advertisers provide.
Persons with substantial claims against publication advertisers may submit them to the Editors.
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Committee Members

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT- Pat Surniak (10) (707) 526-5505
VICE PRESIDENT - Bonnie Scheffler (09)
(707) 546-1776
SECRETARY - George Lentini (09)
(707) 528-1065 glenti@sbcglobal.net
TREASURER - Linda Karnstedt (10)
(707)
566-1366
linda.karnstedt@medtronic.com
BOARD MEMBERS AT LARGE.
Cheryl Cattan (10)
(707) 664-8965
Mary Grist (09)
(707) 433-7431
campinggirl2004@yahoo.com
Donna Shore (09)
(707) 585-7524
dshore@shorebirds.biz

President’s Message
Rosie, my female Eclectus,
has taken to training very
well. However, she thinks I’m
a male Eclectus. I’m hoping I
will have her ready for the
Apple Fair in August.
The Home Show is coming up
and we are always looking
for volunteers. It’s a fun day
out with your birds and the
public. The public always
asks questions about their
birds - and, of course, yours
too! This event is part of our
Outreach program to educate
the public and let them know
about our club. It also gives
you a chance to see the show
for free. For more information,
contact Pat Surniak at (707)
526-5595.
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Advertising, Publicity and
Membership
Donna Shore (707) 585-7524
dshore@shorebirds.biz
AFA Delegates
Earl McEnaney (707) 869-1229
Bev Mager (707) 795-8804
Hospitality
Pat, George, Mary and Bonnie.
Librarian
Carolyn Rawlinson
(707) 778-9269
Newsletter Editor
George Lentini (707) 528-1065
glenti@sbcglobal.net
Photography
Pat Surniak & members
Raffle
Cheryl Cattan (707) 664-8965
Mary Grist (707) 433-7431
Outreach Program
Earl McEnaney, Pat Surniak
George Lentini
Welcoming Table
Bev Mager

Treasurer’s Report
Linda Karnstedt
Report is not available
at the time of printing.
Happy Valentine’s Day

General Meeting Place
Animal Care Center
6470 Redwood Drive
Rohnert Park, Ca.
Behind Red Lobster and Olive Garden
Take RP Expressway Exit from 101
4th Tuesday of the month
Meeting Time 7:00 P.M.

Calendar of Events 2009
Feb 24 Mar 24 -

Speaker from Bird Rescue Center
Speaker on Behavior, Elections &
Sonoma Home Show (March 20-22)
April 26- In place of the General Meeting, we will
have a Field Trip to the Lyons Ranch
May 26 - Topic to be determined
Jun 23 - Pride Night
July TBD - Safari West - Date to be determined
Aug 25 - Toy Making Party and
the Apple Fair (August 15 - 16)
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Minutes of the Board
January 20th, 2009
Meeting called to order at 7:10 p.m.
Attendance: Pat S.; Cheryl C.; George L.; Linda K.; Bonnie S.; Mary G. and
Donna S. Guest: Waldie S.
Minutes read and approved.
President Report: y Pat to donate cage for auction, to start at $50.
y The Lyons will speak about their farm and show a movie.
y A certified letter has been mailed out for a bad check. After 30
days, the check will be sent to the Police Department for
prosecution.
Vice President: y The Bird Rescue Center will be at our February Meeting
and they will be paid $75. y Contact members about serving on
the Board. y A donation will be given in April to the Lyons.
New Business: y For the April Event, members will be taking a bag Lunch.
y Trying to have Dr. Galvin give a presentation at one of our
meetings. y Pat will announce that the elections are coming up in
March. y A few members asked to have some of the special
events be held on a Saturday. y Club will purchase 2 banners to
use for the Expo. Voted and Passed. y Pat purchased the movie
“The Land of OZ”. y Bird rescue will be sending us a wish list
and we will have a box at the February Meeting for club members
to be given that evening .
Old Business: Completed.
Outreach Program: March 20 - 22 , the Sonoma Home Show. Pat is
organizing this event.
Submitted by Pat S. and George L.

Attention! For RECBC Board of Elections:
Call Bonnie at (707) 546-1776
if you would like to run for the board.
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2009 LOCAL BIRD SHOW DATES
REDWOOD EMPIRE CAGE BIRD CLUB
Sunday, October 11th
Sonoma Fairgrounds
Garrett Hall
1350 Bennett Valley - Santa Rosa, CA

Foothill Bird Fanciers
Friday, May 1st & Friday, Oct 2nd - 2009
Annual Auctions
The Canyonview Community Center
for more info call(530)-823-1677

Foothill Bird Fanciers
Annual Exotic Bird Mart.
Sunday August 23rd
Placer County Fairgrounds, Roseville CA

San Jose Bird Mart
June 28th and November 8th
Santa Clara Fairgrounds
344 Tully Road, San Jose, CA
For more info: www.SanJoseBirdMart.com

Northern California Exotic Bird Expo
August 16th
4501 Pleasanton Ave
Pleasanton, CA
For more info: Call Laurene or Jim at (510) 785-6647

Scott McDonald - Wings, Nail and Sexing Clinic
coming soon! For more information contact
Pat Surniak at (707) 526-5505
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This month, we are pleased to announce a speaker from

The Bird Rescue Center
The Bird Rescue Center’s primary goal is to return birds to their
natural habitat. However, some of them cannot be released
due to the nature of their injuries. Through permits, a select
few become permanent residents at BRC. They are trained to
become our Educational Ambassadors. You can meet them in
person at public programs to teach the public about the
importance of birds and wildlife in our environment. As a club,
we are attempting to help them by filling a wish list.

Wish List
Berries - fresh or frozen
Bird skeleton - anatomically correct, plastic
Bleach - NO Clorox Ultra, it contains lye
Cotton balls - 100% cotton (NOT polyester)
Doormats - interior "walk-off", 3' x 4' or larger
Kleenex - NO lotion
Manila folders - 3 tab/position, w/attached fasteners
Moving boxes - heavy-duty cardboard, 2' x 2' or 3' x 3' (new
or slightly used)
Paper towels
Pet carriers - collapsible cardboard or plastic 2-piece clamshell type
Pillowcases
Pine shavings - dust-free, by the bale
Scissors - bandage, surgical and office
Suet cake - insect or seed varieties
Sunflower chips - shelled sunflower
Telfa pads & gauze pads - 4" x 4" and 2" x 2"
Toilet paper - 2-ply
Vet wrap - 1" to 2" wide
Walnuts - in shell or shelled
Welded wire rolls - 1" x 1/2" , 18" & 24" widths
Ziploc freezer bags - pint, quart or gallon
We will have a wish box at the meeting for you to place your
donations in.

ATTENTION
PLEASE! No birds at this meeting as there may be birds
of prey from the center present!!
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Birdkeeping Naturally
EB Cravens January ‘09
“Principles Behind Natural Parrotkeeping”
The basic premise behind the concept of natural parrotkeeping is
that captive environments for psittacines, indeed for any avian creatures, are exceedingly artificial, and that keepers who work ceaselessly to bring nature to their charges are going to end up with superior birds, physically and emotionally. Truly, the more contrived is the
aviary environment, the more likely our parrots will begin to develop
dysfunctional behaviors such as screaming, repetitive actions, narrowed eating habits, aggression towards mates or other birds, feather
mutilation, and the like.
For the past twenty years or so, my focus in aviculture has been
the devising of imaginative ways to return “nature” to my pet and
breeder birds. Raw foods, fresh air, sunlight, moonshine, rain, wind
and weather, chewable greenery, other parrots nearby, and a host of
further items all fall into this category.
When problems occur in any home or facility, the first thing we ask
ourselves is: What would this psittacine be experiencing out in a wild
environment? The answers to that question determine what sort of
modifications in the keeping of our birds are necessary in order to
solve the original perceived avicultural dilemma. Of course this implies that the human keeper must take time to study and read about
wild habits of the species of bird he or she owns. That is part of the
preparation for applying natural methods to domestic aviculture.
Let’s get one thing straight here. In my total philosophy of birdkeeping the parrots we maintain in captivity are never to blame for
misguided, belligerent, or dysfunctional actions. The full responsibility for what goes on with your pet macaw in the living room or your
breeder pairs of African Greys in the back yard lies with the humans
who have captive-raised or wild-trapped and enclosed these birds—
along with the human keepers who are in charge of their training,
setup and daily routines under which the birds live.
Every action is said to have an equal reaction. In the field of birdkeeping this is certainly true. However, when a difficulty arises, the
keeper is sometimes so far removed from the original trigger cause for
the problem, that it is nigh impossible to ascertain what produced it
all in the first place. Let’s take an example. An aviculturist has a pair
of Crimson Rosellas in a modern 16-foot outdoor flight up on raised
legs with galvanized wire fabrication. The birds are fed a top-quality
small hookbill diet with granulated pellets and fruits and vegetables.
Denied any ground to browse and given no fresh branches to chew,
the parrots turn to gnawing on the corners and attachment hardware
(Continued on page 15)
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EARLY BIRD ADS
In Home Bird Sitting Service (707) 585-7524
or e-mail Donna Shore at dshore@shorebirds.biz

Bonnie Scheffler (707) 546-1776
Cages for Sale. 3x4x3’, 4x2x3’, 3x5x4’, 3x2x2’. Cages are all
1/2x3” or 1x1” wire. These are breeder cages, can be hung or
put on legs.
Priced from $35.00 to $75.00, depending on size and condition.
Also have extra heavy duty doors and nest boxes available
Birds For Sale: Male Sulfur Crested Cockatoo; Male Blue and
Gold Macaw; Male Greenwing Macaw; Male Goffin Cockatoo;
Breeding Pair Blue Crown Conure and one single Female Blue
Crown Conure; assorted Amazons, Napes, Double Yellow Heads
and Blue Fronted.
Call for prices and for more info.
Arlyta Brown or Sande (707) 255-8833. Timneh Grey,
proven breeder, $750.00. Adult Congo Female $550.00

Just a reminder to our members...
Baby Season is coming!
For a list of Breeders, look in your Club Directory
Keep in mind when you are thinking of buying a new bird
that many of our members are breeders and have hand-fed
babies. Most breeders have odd single birds for breeding, if
you are looking for a breeder mate.
Look in your directory and you will see B for Breeders, and
P for Pets in the highlighted squares. Keep in mind there
are seasons for babies of different species.
Contact the Breeder(s), give them your phone
number and get on a call back list to be contacted when
the babies are available.
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No plucked birds Please!
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THE FEATHER FARM, INC

Support Our Additional Sponsors
TO ALL RECBC MEMBERS
Please show your membership card prior to purchase
AVES OCCIDENTALS – Earl McEnaney (707) 869-1229. Call for
availability/prices. 25% discount on hand-fed baby birds to all RECBC
members.
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in differing parts of the flight. Two years later, the male of the pair
becomes sick. A lengthy workup by a qualified avian veterinarian,
thankfully, discovers the zinc metal poisoning and restores both birds
to good health.
Now a mediocre bird breeder would blame the crimsons for chewing
on the zinc-coated wire of their cage. He would not surmise that they
might be seeking mineral nourishment since the breeder has always
followed the old wives’ tale that psittacines do not need any grit in
their diet—hence none was ever offered.
A natural birdkeeper will stand back from the situation and ask
why his Rosellas resorted to chewing on the galvanizing? In order to
solve the problem he must change the setup for these hookbills in order that they cease the faulty and dangerous behavior. A new aviary
is built with a full soil ground surface except under the feeding station. Plants and sandy soil and rough barky logs and hanging pruned
tree boughs and a wide flat bathing dish are just some of the improvements fashioned into the new rosella habitat. When the pair is introduced, their captive lives change rapidly for the better. The habit of
chewing on zinc-coated wire is instantly abandoned in the zest for
sampling all the natural organic items in the flight. It never returns.
Voila! There you have it. The “why’s” and “how’s” within aviculture
can always be analyzed from the viewpoint of natural birdkeeping.
Such technique provides concrete solutions.
Say you have an incredibly voracious pair of Gold-capped Conures.
Every year they demolish their wooden nesting box to the point it becomes totally unusable. One school of thought would solve the problem by substituting a metal or PVC nest box for the previous wooden
ones to keep the birds from chewing it up. This essentially restricts
the psittacines from doing what comes natural to them. Here again,
one is likely to experience a ripple effect in the pair, and find that
they focus their needed chewing on another part of their environment—cage wire, their chicks or their own feathers being most common—to their detriment.
The nature-oriented aviculturist would look at the problem as: “I
need a stronger wooden nesting box.” Then he or she would set to
building something stout enough to resist all the gnawing the parrots
can give. Hollow logs and untreated 2”x10” lumber are excellent solutions. What’s more, it can be observed that much of the chewing of
the gold caps is done during the months when they are not truly in
nesting mode. In nature, such a pair would not be hanging around
their box every day trying to carve it up. The simple removal of the
nest-making apparatus after the breeding season finishes is a logical
way to mimic what goes on in the wilds. For those “box-sleepers” who
roost inside year round like some conures, we offer a substitute hollow log, or snuggie tent, or simple tunnel box to provide security at
15

night.
One of the most confusing things about parrot keeping for novice and expert alike is the question of feeding. There are so many different concepts of how to best nourish your flock. Some are so
staunchly recommended by veterinarians that hobbyists feel guilty if
they do not follow such examples. Yet, nature once again gives us fine
middle-of-the-road counsel. Just look at what psittacines eat in the
wilds: buds and stems and shoots and growth nodes and seeds and
flowers and fruit and nut kernels and most likely bugs. Why would
some breeders devise feeding schemes based on none of these things?
Even natural substitutes for bugs can be employed to give needed protein and minerals. And why should one be surprised when the parents’
feeding of new hatchlings in the nest box goes awry when a keeper is
offering such an alien diet that the parrots simply cannot comprehend
how to feed it to delicate new chicks. It is instinctively alien to them.
Pellets or dry seed can do that.
We feed pellets as part of the diet in our aviaries. When pairs are
setting on eggs and chicks appear we take note of what our adults do
not want to eat! Such items are phased back and other more desirable foods like cooked rice and beans and lentils, green stems and
sprouts, warm mush pellets, soaked canary seed, etc. are increased.
That is what the parents want; soft foods are more quickly digested
than dry foods, especially when adult pairs are not in the habit of
drinking extra water to soften pelleted fare for chicks to consume. It
makes sense to mimic wild-crafted foods as much as is possible for
your parrots. That means watching what the wild birds eat in your
region and taking care to give the same to your flock. Green unripe
fruits and fruits with hard pips like fig, pomegranate, passionfruit,
papaya, melon, etc. are some of the best. Apple seed too is not toxic
to parrots and is relished by my birds. For the larger birds which are
known to eat oily palm fruits in the wilds—macaws, large amazons,
eclectus, greys, capes, etc.—it behooves the keeper to seek out substitutes in the nut family which provide higher fat and oil content.
I once knew a breeder who was having no success raising Princess
of Wales Parakeets. When asked what his diet was, he replied, “a
cockatiel-sized pellet” with addition of some fruits and vegetables. I
was astounded. Here was an Australian seed-eating species being fed
a diet without any nutritious seeds! That is not uncommon in birdkeeping these days. The “bad rap” given seeds because of the overfeeding of them in the past, has led some persons to avoid the positive use of sunflower, safflower, millet, buckwheat, canary and the
like altogether. For small seed-eating species like Australian parakeets, Psittacula, cockatiels and budgies, lovebirds, small conures and
so on, this is a real mistake.
Psittacine breeding is where most significant dysfunctional behav16

iors occur in captive birdkeeping. Here the natural method of problem solving can be invaluable if the aviculturist is willing to set proper
priorities. When achieving large numbers of viable—and saleable—
baby birds is the only goal, then the “prevent and restrict” philosophy
of problem solving will most likely be used. A hen will not set on eggs
or feed early chicks—take the eggs away and place them in an incubator. Parents pluck at the feathers of the neonate birds—take the
chicks away before they have feathers. A breeding pair has not been
able to lay fertile eggs—separate the two and start over. Rather than
a problem- solving philosophy, it becomes a problem-avoiding philosophy at the facility. End results are predictable: Lots of wasted
efforts, infertile and dead-in-shell eggs, stressful round the clock
feeding schedules. Numbers of babies are produced, but the overall
savvy and “birdness” of each individual parrot is noticeably lessened.
The natural parrotkeeper is more concerned about the complete
and healthy process of the breeding pairs than in the fact that they
provide more chicks for selling. The well being of the parent pairs is
included in the equation. They are given environments where boredom is alleviated and stimulation comes from other nearby birds and
diversions in the flight. The instinctual need to raise a family is recognized as a prime motivator; hence babies are left with parents longer
and longer over the seasons in an effort to reward the breeder birds
with the chance to raise an offspring or two to complete weaning/
fledging independence. Each chick is considered valuable in the full
scheme of conservation of that species. Doing so means that offspring
are brought up with as much natural teaching from parents, and later
by keepers, as is possible. Exceptional chicks with potential for perpetrating the best traits of the species are identified and cared for
with the future in mind.
Natural methods of parrotkeeping demand that we accept the
tenet that in most CITES I parrots presently being raised in large numbers in captivity; the production of one chick which is brought up
knowing fully its own species’ mannerisms, parental vocalizations and
instincts, is more valuable than four or five chicks birthed in an incubator and imprinted by human feeding round-the-clock for months on
end. Mother Nature shows us the way with these magnificent
winged creatures we house and maintain. In my opinion, final success
with each avicultural species will only be achieved if we listen closely
to her, and do as she instructs…
Aloha, EB
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NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE
This information will be published in
the Directory unless otherwise noted.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
PURPOSE: To join together people who share a common interest in keeping
and breeding cage birds in captivity. To educate members and the general
public in the best care, keeping maintenance and breeding of cage birds. To
support bird conservation.
Household

Individual

Sr. Household (60+)

Sr. Individual (60+)

Jr. - Under 17

$32.00

$27.00

$27.00

$22.00

$22.00

Membership dues are paid annually. If you have any questions about your dues,
contact Donna Shore (707) 585-7524.

Circle type of membership:

New

Renewal

Name:
Address:
City: _________________ State: _______

Zip Code: ________

Phone Numbers:
Email Address:
Payable to: Redwood Empire Cage Bird Club
P

B

Amazons

P

B

Doves

P

B

Macaws

P

B

African Parrots

P

B

Eclectus

P

B

Parrotlets

P

B

Budgies

P

B

Finches

P

B

Pionus

P

B

Canaries

P

B

Gamebirds

P

B

Ringnecks

P

B

Cockatiels

P

B

Grasskeets

P

B

Rosellas

P

B

Cockatoos

P

B

Lories/Lorikeets

P

B

Australian Parakeets

P

B

Conures

P

B

Lovebirds

P

B

Other

Mail to: Membership, RECBC, PO Box 6232, Santa Rosa, CA 95406
We often need help with various functions for the club (i.e. bird mart/expo/fair,
toy making party, silent auction, outreach program, picnic, etc. Would you be
interested and willing to get involved and participate on occasion? Do you have
any specialized talents that you might like to volunteer? Please let us know!
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REMINDER
Check your mailing
address label for
renewal date.
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